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The evolution of the morphology and the electronic structure of the hybrid organic-inorganic

system composed of aluminum nanoparticles (NPs) distributed in an organic semiconductor

matrix—copper phthalocyanine (CuPc)—as a function of nominal aluminum content was studied

by transmission electron microscopy and by photoemission spectroscopy methods. The aluminum

atoms deposited onto the CuPc surface diffuse into the organic matrix and self-assemble to NPs in

a well-defined manner with a narrow diameter distribution, which depends on the amount of

aluminum that is evaporated onto the CuPc film. We find clear evidence of a charge transfer from

Al to CuPc and we have been able to determine the lattice sites where Al ions sit. The finally at

high coverage about 64 Å the formation of metallic aluminum overlayer on CuPc thin film takes

place. VC 2014 AIP Publishing LLC. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4874161]

I. INTRODUCTION

Nowadays, when information technology has become an

important part of our lives and the complexity of the mobile

gadgets increases the attention is paid for more efficient and

faster memory structures. Super miniaturization with

extremely small bit cell size from micro-scale to nano-scale

and data storage become important issues. There are tremen-

dous worldwide efforts to develop new memory devices for

long-term storage of the information.1,2 The new kind of

memory based on switchable resistive materials is com-

monly ranked as resistive random-access memory (RRAM).

Hybrid systems, mainly consisting of inorganic nanoparticles

(NPs) blended into an organic matrix, have been proposed as

one type of RRAM.3–6

Possible memory architecture is obtained if an organic

thin film containing metal nanoparticles is sandwiched

between a cross-point array of electrodes—that consist of

narrow metal stripes, running in perpendicular directions

above and below the film (see Fig. 1).

The resistivity at “cross points” can be switched either a

high- or low-conductivity state by applying a voltage, suita-

ble to write or erase. Above a threshold voltage, the device

suddenly switches from a high-impedance state to a low-

impedance state and remains in that state even when the

power is off. The resistivity in the high- and low conductiv-

ity state can differ by 6–8 orders of magnitude.7,8 The high-

impedance state can be recovered by applying a voltage in

the reverse direction. The corresponding state can then be

probed by measuring the current across the cross points at

some lower voltages. By defining the two states as “1” and

“0,” it is possible to create digital memory devices. These

two states can be viewed as the realization of non-volatile

electrical memory, thus rendering the structures suitable for

data storage.

Albeit, there is a rapid development in this area but the

precise memory mechanism is still unclear and many ques-

tions left unanswered.5,9,10 Properties of the materials

formed with participation of nanometer-sized (tens or units

nanometers) structural elements, are not identical with the

properties of bulk matter, so it is possible to consider such

nanostructures as a special state of substance.

The properties of such composite films are strongly

linked to the particles nanostructure, i.e., the size, concentra-

tion, bulk- and size-distribution of respective nanoparticles.

The most fertile model for mechanism that is responsible for

the large difference in resistivity between the high and low

conductivity states is based on charging of the NPs, which

leads to strong modifications of the properties of the organic

matrix material (see, e.g., Review 8 and references therein).

It is impossible to understand the underlying mechanism

without comprehensive information about the specific elec-

tron structure and interface interactions between the NPs and

the thin organic film matrix. Preliminary studies suggest that

FIG. 1. Cross point memory architecture.a)Electronic mail: aristov@issp.ac.ru
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charge accumulation on nanoparticles can occur provided

the nanoparticle energy levels lie within the energy gap of

the organic molecules.2

The aim of the present work was to investigate the

diverse morphologically defined hybrid systems composed

of Al NPs distributed in a organic semiconductor copper

phthalocyanine matrix, which is formed by molecules with a

wide energy gap and delocalized p-orbitals. The molecular

structure of CuPc (C32H16N8Cu) is schematically shown in

Fig. 2. It has a planar structure with D4h point symmetry.

The molecule consists of the central Cu atom surrounded

by four nitrogen atoms (pyrrole, N1); four other nitrogen

atoms—(bridging aza, N2); 32 carbon atoms—the pyrrole

(C1) and the benzenes (C2, C3, and C4).

II. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

The organic semiconductor copper phthalocyanine ma-

trix, CuPc thin film, for hybrid organic-inorganic system was

grown on an atomically clean Au(001) surface. Repeated

sputtering and annealing cycles were used for preparing gold

surface so that well known 5 � 20 surface reconstruction11,12

was observed by low energy electron diffraction (LEED).

Furthermore, no residual contamination was detected by

core-level (CL) photoemission spectroscopy (PES).

Morphology and ordering of the CuPc overlayer were

evaluated by means of near-edge x-ray absorption fine struc-

ture spectroscopy (NEXAFS) and LEED described in Refs.

13–16. These investigations show, that the CuPc molecules

are well ordered with the molecular planes lying parallel to

the Au(001) substrate with a square unit cell of approxi-

mately 14 Å� 14 Å.

A high-purity aluminum was deposited on the outer sur-

face of the organic film in ultra high vacuum (UHV) condi-

tions. The deposition rate was measured by a quartz

thickness monitor placed in the position closed to the sample

at the same distance from the metal evaporator. Due to sur-

face and bulk diffusion of deposited Al atoms, the embedded

aluminum nanoparticles were self-assembled forming a

three-dimensional Al NPs distribution in the bulk of the

organic semiconductor.

The electronic structure of the hybrid organic-inorganic

systems, the energy level alignment at interfaces formed

between Al NPs and the organic semiconductor CuPc, as

well as the chemical interaction at this interface were studied

by PES using synchrotron radiation.

The work function (U) changes induced by aluminum

deposition on CuPc thin films were determined from PES

data using the cut-off procedure. All PES measurements

were performed at the Russian-German high-energy resolu-

tion dipole beam line of the Berliner Electronen

Speicherring f€ur Synchrotronstrahlung (BESSY, Berlin).

The size, concentration, size-distribution, and shape of

the resulting nanoparticles were studied using transmission

electron microscopy (TEM) JEM 100 CX operated at

100 kV. Thus, the microstructure and evolution of the mor-

phology of the nano-composite films as a function of nomi-

nal aluminum coverage were studied similar to described in

Ref. 17. The hybrid organic (CuPc)–inorganic (Al) systems

for TEM investigations were prepared under UHV condi-

tions on cleaved NaCl single crystals as substrate using the

same UHV chamber, evaporators and the same parameters

(temperature, rate of CuPc deposition, organic film thick-

ness, rate of aluminum deposition, nominal aluminum cover-

age, etc.) as for the systems grown on Au(001) surface. In

order to bind the nano-composite thin films, the samples

were coated by an ultra thin overlayer of amorphous carbon.

Film separation from a substrate always occurs easily by dis-

solution salt in water. Preliminary the film was cut by square

pieces with the side of about 2–3 mm. Then, samples are

transferred on 250-mesh (250 lines/in.) copper grids for

TEM investigations.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Fig. 3 presents bright-field TEM images of nanocompo-

site thin films microstructure. It composed of aluminum par-

ticles (the black dots in the picture) embedded in an organic

semiconductor matrix CuPc for nominal Al deposition of

10 Å and 35 Å (see Figs. 3(a) and 3(b), correspondingly).

The right inset in Fig. 3(b) shows an electron diffraction

pattern for selected area of the sample with corresponding

aluminum deposition and proves that the diffraction origi-

nates from aluminum NPs. The left inset in 3(b) shows zoom

of an aluminum grain. Fig. 3 demonstrates that the size of

the Al NPs strongly depends on aluminum coverage. For

nominal Al deposition of 10 Å 3(a) aluminum nanoparticles

form some particle distribution with size about 5–6 nm.

Metal nanoparticles are spherical and they are sufficiently

described by their mean particle diameter D¼ 2R. With fur-

ther deposition, one observes strong growth of individual

grains. Large particles have a distinct faceting. The size dis-

tributions of aluminum nanoparticles corresponding to the

electron micrographs of Fig. 3 are shown by histograms in

Figs. 3(c) and 3(d). The statistical analysis more than 500

nanoparticles for each image was done.

It was found for nominal coverage of 10 Å aluminum

that the averaged diameter of the particles amounts to

hdi¼ 5.7 nm with a standard deviation of 1.8 nm and the

maximum particle’s diameter 14.3 nm. For nominal coverage
FIG. 2. Schematic representation of the molecular structure of the CuPc

molecule, where the central Cu atom is coordinated to four nitrogen atoms.
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of 35 Å aluminum, the averaged diameter of the particles

amounts to hdi¼ 7.25 nm with a standard deviation of

3.3 nm and the maximum particle’s diameter about 26 nm. A

large standard deviation indicates that the data points are far

from the mean. To some extend this result parallels that for

Au deposition on diindenoperylene (DIP) thin films reported

in Refs. 18 and 19. It is necessary to notice that if to consider

only the particles which size is in the same range, as for a

covering 10 Å, i.e., which this case standard deviation reduce

progressively and it indicates that the data points size does

not exceed 14.5 nm then average diameter of particles makes

6.0 nm at standard deviation 1.9 nm. Al atoms are clustered

more closely around the mean and in this region the diameter

distribution of the aluminum NPs in the CuPc film for nomi-

nal coverage of 35 Å aluminum is sufficiently narrow.

The average size of particles in the range of 15–26 nm

makes 19.4 nm at standard deviation 3.2 nm. Thus, when

nominal coverage of aluminum increases from 10 Å to 35 Å,

the average size of overwhelming majority of aluminum

nanoparticles has grown slightly more, than on 5%. On the

other hand, the average size about 4% of particles has

increased in 3–4 times. The analysis of size distribution of

aluminum nanoparticles allows to assume the following: due

to increase of nominal coverage of aluminum some nearby

nanoparticles (because of increase their sizes) come to con-

tact and coalesce, forming larger particles.

Coalescence of two or more small particles in one large

particle leads to reduction of particles surface area and there-

fore to reduction of particles surface energy. Thus, we

observe the coalescence process of aluminum nanoparticles

embedded in the CuPc film surface. It leads to increase of av-

erage diameter of the particles and thereby has an influence

on size distribution of aluminum nanoparticles.

The lowermost diagrams in Figs. 4(b)–4(d) were

recorded from the clean CuPc film grown on the Au(001)

substrate. They evidence that the organic film spectra are

characteristic of pristine CuPc.20

The decomposition of the lowest spectrum in Fig. 4(b)

approves former deductions21–23 that the C 1 s core-level of

pristine CuPc consists essentially of two components: B,

which corresponds to the aromatic carbons of the benzene

rings of CuPc, and P, shifted by 1.4 eV toward higher bind-

ing energy (BE), which is originated from the pyrrole carbon

linked to the more electronegative nitrogen N1 (four nitrogen

atoms linked to the central metallic atom) and N2 (four pyr-

role nitrogen atoms). The shoulder SB and the feature SP are

the satellites of the B and P components, respectively.21–27

The ratio of the B to P components, taking into account the

satellites, is very close to theoretically expected value of 3.

The main N 1 s peak of the lowest spectrum in Fig. 4(d) was

fitted by only one component thus confirming previous

conclusions20–23 that, in the case of CuPc, both nitrogen

FIG. 3. Microstructure of nanocomposite thin films composed of aluminum particles embedded in CuPc matrix (TEM). Nominal Al deposition is 10 Å (a) and

35 Å (b). Inset in (b): right—electron diffraction patterns for corresponding aluminum deposition, left—zoom of an aluminum grain. (c) and (d): Histograms

showing size distribution of aluminum nanoparticles from electron micrographs of (a) and (b).
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sites, N1 and N2, are characterized by almost the same bind-

ing energy.

The behaviour of the Al 2p core level data upon alumi-

num deposition onto the CuPc film is presented in Fig. 4(a).

At low aluminum coverage, the Al 2p CL shows a strong re-

active component (R), which appears in the spectrum shifted

by about 1.6 eV to higher BE with respect to the metallic alu-

minum doublet. Apparently, this R component originates

from aluminum atoms, which react with CuPc. As a result of

this reaction, aluminum atoms transfer charge to CuPc mole-

cules and become positively charged.

With further deposition, the spectra show appearance of

the metallic Al 2p component (Me), originated from metallic

clusters, which grow very quickly while the relative intensity

of the reacted component rapidly decreases which demon-

strates the spectrum taken at 16 Å and almost vanishes (spec-

trum at 32 Å). Therefore, we have observed two stages of the

process of interface formation at Al deposition onto CuPc

substrate. First stage corresponds to the strong diffusion Me

atoms into organic matrix till a saturation and strong chemi-

cal reaction between Al and CuPc. This stage also character-

ized by the absence of a detectable density of states near

Fermi level (EF) in valence band spectra (not shown). On the

second stage, Al atoms diffuse into organic CuPc film prob-

ably without chemical interaction and form there metallic

clusters which is evident from Figs. 4(a) and 4(b). The clus-

ter formation on second stage is confirmed and by formation

of significant density of states at EF (not shown). Here, we

should remark, that similar Al behavior during deposition

onto 3,4,9,10-Perylenetetracarboxylic dianhydride matrix

was reported in Ref. 28.

The work function changes as a function of Al deposi-

tion onto organic molecular thin film (CuPC) are presented

in Fig. 5. Four special points of curve in this figure—UAu,

FIG. 4. CL normalized photoemission spectra as a function of Al deposition on CuPc thin films at room temperature (RT): Al 2p (a), C 1 s (b), Cu 2p (c), and

N 1 s (d). The nominal coverage of the Al deposition is indicated. The behavior of Cu 2p CL is similar to what has been observed for the case of Li, Fe, and Co

deposition onto CuPc (see below in text).

FIG. 5. Work function changes induced by Al deposition on CuPc thin films

at RT, determined from PES data using the cut-off procedure.
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UCuPc, UAlPc, and UAl are typical characteristic work func-

tions of the corresponding materials.29,30

From the fact that the work function curve between pris-

tine CuPc and thick aluminum nominal coverage has a mini-

mum one can suppose that, at low deposition of Al on the

CuPc surface, the formation of some intermediate phase with

work function U¼ 3.5 eV takes place, which is very close to

the work function value U¼ 3.8 eV, measured for AlPc thin

films.29,30 This assumption confirmed by the Cu 2p core

level evolution.

To get deeper inside of the possible chemistry at the Al

NPs-CuPc interface, we will now discuss the evolution of

the Cu 2p core level spectrum upon Al deposition. Fig. 4(c)

shows striking changes in Cu 2p spectrum after the first/sec-

ond steps of aluminum deposition. At very low coverage, a

rather strong satellite shoulder of the Cu 2p core level

appears in the spectrum, shifted by about 1.4 eV to lower

BE. Moreover, the relative intensity of this component al-

ready at coverage 3.5 Å higher if compare to the intensity of

the principal Cu 2p peak and therefore one can conclude that

the corresponding reaction takes place rather just before the

metal clusters formation. Such behavior is evocative of the

PES data of Cu(I) compounds such as Cu2O.31 Apparently,

at this stage of Al deposition onto CuPc, copper atoms at the

subsurface region are reduced from Cu(II) to Cu(I), while Al

atoms are oxidized as indicated in Fig. 4(a). The data in Fig.

4(c) would be compatible with a conception where deposited

Al atoms replace Cu in the center of the phthalocyanine mol-

ecules, whereas the released Cu remains at the aluminum

cluster organic matrix interface or segregates near interface

as metallic copper clusters. Moreover, Cu atoms can diffuse

to Al clusters and form the clusters made of Cu-Al alloy.

The occurrence of such copper atom behavior would parallel

the effects of Li, Fe, and Co deposition onto CuPc.32–34

However, the C 1 s and N 1 s core level data shown in

Figs. 4(b) and 4(d) proof that this conception is too simple

and that the phthalocyanine molecule entirely is affected by

the interface reactions. Indeed in Ref. 35, it has been sug-

gested that at aluminum deposition onto F16CuPc the Al-Pc

complexes form, resulting in core level spectra similar to

what is evident in Figs. 4(a) and 4(d). Moreover, similar to

Ref. 35, one can suppose that reduction of Cu(II) by Al could

result in formation of the anionic complex (Cu(I)Pc)�, which

could coordinate to the Alþ3 ions thus formed through one of

the phthalocyanine ring nitrogen lone electron pairs. The

overall stoichiometry of the redox reaction product would

then be (CuPc)3Al. Indeed, one should consider the possible

change of the surface shapes before and after Al deposition,

however, the methods we used in the present investigation

do not give us the possibilities to detect such changes.

Now, we think over the deportment of the C 1 s and N

1 s core level data upon Al deposition. At the metal deposi-

tion, the pyrrole (P) feature of C 1 s spectra (Fig. 4(b))

becomes less pronounced, but still persists till aluminum

coverage about 3.5 Å. These shape changes are accompanied

by some enhancement of the background in the same binding

energy range. Moreover, the formation of noticeable asym-

metric shape of the background was observed with Al depo-

sition, which could indicate that the outgoing electrons

undergo remarkable scattering and thus we can conclude,

that apparently formation of large metallic clusters and

finally at high coverage a continuous homogeneous metallic

overlayer takes place. Here, we should call attention to the

fact that the absolute C 1 s photoemission intensity is also

reduced upon metal deposition (see Fig. 4(b)).

At coverages 3.5–15 Å, the pyrrole (P) feature of C 1 s
spectrum shows strong degradation and finally can be visible

only after C 1 s core level decomposition as a component

having large width, while the shape of benzene (B) compo-

nent stays almost unaffected. However, some width enhance-

ment of B component was observed as well.

The conclusions above are supported by the evolution of

the N 1 s core level (Fig. 4(d)). Even at small coverage of

about 3.5 Å, spectra show an increase of peak width and the

appearance of an additional reactive N 1 s component (R) at

lower BE (about 1.65 eV). This confirms the strong chemical

interaction in low aluminum coverage with the likely forma-

tion of iron nitride compounds (e.g., FeN).

To obtain a deeper insight into the chemical interaction

between iron and CuPc, we have performed a decomposition

of the N 1 s peak. The bottom N 1 s spectrum corresponding

to the pristine CuPc film was fitted by only one component,

which is in good agreement with a similar procedure for a

clean CuPc film performed in Refs. 17 and 20, where it was

earlier shown that, in the case of CuPc, both nitrogen sites

(N1 and N2) are characterized by the same or a very similar

N 1 s BE, and the main N 1 s peak was fitted by only one

component describing simultaneously both degenerate types

(N1 and N2) of nitrogen atoms. Taking into account the fact

that we have the same resolution as in Refs. 17 and 20 and

taking the same fitting parameters, which were used for

CuPc,17,20 we analyzed the main N 1 s peak by two compo-

nents: C (four nitrogen atoms N1 linked to the central metal-

lic atom) and P (four pyrrole nitrogen atoms N2). By

assuming that the central Cu atoms in the vicinity of the

Al/CuPc interface are replaced by aluminum atoms, one can

explain the observed N 1 s peak splitting. The energy differ-

ence between the peaks was found to be about 0.46 eV.

Component C at lower BE can be assigned to the four nitro-

gen atoms linked to the central metal atom (N1). Probably,

unlike in the case of CuPc, the central Al atom more

strongly reacts with these four N1 nitrogen atoms, which

results an increased charge transfer. The latter provokes the

C component shift to lower BE by 0.46 eV relative to the

P component. A similar split of about 0.3 eV for FePc

(Ref. 34) was found from DFT calculations, and one of

about 0.48 eV for CoPc molecules from photoemission

measurements.35 Finally, the P peak can be assigned as orig-

inating from the four nitrogen atoms linked to the pyrrole

carbons. Our discussion above is confirmed by metal-Pc BE

calculations.36 The calculated BE was found to be 10.49 eV

for CoPc, and 6.96 eV for CuPc. These results confirm the

fact that the BE of the metal-Pc is quite sensitive to the na-

ture of the metal.

The analysis of the N 1 s spectrum after deposition of

32 Å iron indicates that at this coverage the main spectrum

feature still splits into two components and the left one has

rather less intensity than the right. It is important to mark

164310-5 Molodtsova et al. J. Appl. Phys. 115, 164310 (2014)
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that significantly increased N 1 s reacted component R and

peak asymmetry. Here, we should emphases that at further

deposition the shape of N 1 s peak remains basically the

same however decreases in intensity, which could be explain

as the result of formation of the metallic film over the CuPc

layer at such coverage. As the left component (P) of the N

1 s core level was attributed to the nitrogen atoms which are

linked to pyrrole carbon atoms17 we can expect that the N 2p
orbitals of these nitrogen atoms participate in the strong

chemical interaction with deposited aluminum atoms. This

decreases the relative amplitude of this left N 1 s component

and gives rise to the new reactive one R, appearing at lower

BE as a consequence of strong charge transfer from Al to N.

Thus, we conclude that aluminum strong reacts with the aza

nitrogen atoms and pyrrole carbon ones (N2 and C1

correspondently).

This tendency probably indicates that on the first stage

of Al deposition, strong chemical interaction of aluminum

atoms with pyrrole nitrogen and pyrrole carbon atoms takes

place in subsurface region, which modifies the CuPc mole-

cules. As a result of this interaction, one have mixture of

intact benzene rings, aluminum nitrides (AlN) and aluminum

carbides (Al4C3). By the way, AlN is a wide band gap

(6.2 eV) semiconductor material, has a hexagonal crystal

structure, which is similar to the structure of the zinc sulfide,

known as wurtzite. This is material for potential application

in deep ultraviolet optoelectronics. As far to the aluminum

carbide, it is known as a binary inorganic chemical com-

pound that has a complex structure and is stable up to

1400 �C. Aluminum atoms of the compound are in a lattice

of discrete carbon anions.

In addition to the fact, that the spectral shape of B

component remains almost unchanged with aluminum cov-

erage, this component of the C 1 s spectra show no shift

with metal deposition. This can mean that in all range of

Al deposition we observe no formation of noticeable inter-

face dipole. However, we can suggest a different scenario.

The formation of small aluminum clusters at the initial

stage of the metal deposition on a thin film of the conju-

gated organic semiconductor may lead to positively

charged Al clusters during photoemission spectroscopy

investigations. This can cause the PES spectra shift to

higher BE and thus compensate the shift induced by possi-

ble dipole formation.

IV. SUMMARY

In summary, by TEM and by PES methods, we have

investigated the morphology and electronic properties of

hybrid systems consisting of Al nanoparticles blended into

CuPc matrix for different nominal aluminum content. The

experimental results demonstrate that Al NPs are formed by

self-assembling in a well defined manner with a narrow di-

ameter distribution which depends on the amount of alumi-

num that is evaporated onto the CuPc film. In general, Al

nanoparticles form some particle distribution with size about

5–6 nm. With further deposition, one observes strong growth

of individual grains. However, on the very first stage of

metal deposition, one observed strong chemical reaction of

Al atoms with atoms of CuPc in subsurface region. The

results of our studies are summarized in Fig. 6. They clearly

show that in a first stage upon aluminum deposition onto

CuPc, the aluminum atoms diffuse into the CuPc film and

intensely react with the CuPc molecules. We find clear evi-

dence of a charge transfer from Al to CuPc and we have

been able to determine the lattice sites where Al ions sit. The

finally at high coverage about 64 Å the formation of metallic

aluminum overlayer on CuPc thin film takes place.

FIG. 6. Schematic representation of the energy levels derived from our experiment during aluminum deposition onto a CuPc film grown on Au(100). The situa-

tions in the different stages are evident from the diagram.
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